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U n i v e r s a l  P e l v i c  E a r / S a c r u m / l u m b a r  
R e l a t i o n s h i p   P a r t  I

Teach:  a. ID organized hip 
 b. Lift head with elbows pointed to ceiling 

Part I BK. 
1. a. Raise your org. hip a tiny bit.  Slowly, gently, so that it begins to tilt your pelvis   

toward the other hip.  The other hip presses more on the floor as the lifting hip comes 
off the floor.  Feel the translation of pressure against the floor as your pelvis rolls to 
one side.  Repeat S.T.  Where does the work come from to lift the hip?  Is there effort 
in your abdomen?  Can you let go of that?  Can you raise your O hip by pressing the 
other hip to the floor?  What parts of yourself do you use to do that? 

b. Now raise that hip by pressing the bones of  same-side foot into the floor.  Lift hip by 
bringing that knee over the toes of your foot.  That knee moves away from your head, 
over your toes, toward your foot.  The hip still lifts, the pelvis still tilts to the other 
side.  How is the work, the muscular contraction, different?  Do you use your bones 
more?  Can your abdomen be more relaxed during the movement? 

c. Compare between the two intentions:  Once just raising your hip, and once the hip 
gets raised by pressing the foot to the floor.  For the rest of this lesson, lift your hip by 
bringing your knee over your toes and pressing your foot, making sure each time 
you’re aware of your knee moving over your toes. 

d. Continue the move and also notice what does your other knee do?  Keep both knees 
up to the ceiling as much as possible.  Your other knee moves up in the direction of 
your waist.  The front of your pelvis and the top of your thigh move away from each 
other on the side of the lifting hip.  They move toward each other on the side of the 
hip that’s pressing more into the floor.  Can you feel them both happening at once?  
Can you sense the angle between your thigh and your pelvis opens on the side of the 
lifting hip and closes on the side of the hip that is tilting more toward the floor? 

e. Can you make this same move happen from bringing the 2nd knee (the one that’s on 
the same side as the hip that presses toward the floor) toward the waist?  Does that 
cause the other hip you’ve been lifting to lift, and the knee it’s connected to, to  move 
over the toes? 

REST 

2. BK. 
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a. Now flatten your back.  Feel you are pressing more toward the top of the pelvis - 
where the top of your sacrum meets your lumbar vertebrae.  Keeping this position 
repeat the previous move of lifting your hip by pressing your foot and bringing your 
knee over your toes.  Do the two knees move in the same way?  Is there a difference?  

REST 

b. Now arch your back.  Feel you are pressing more toward the bottom of the pelvis -in the 
area of the bottom of the sacrum, the tailbone and the sit bones.  Keeping this position, 
lift that same hip.  How does this affect the two knees? 

REST 

c. Now in neutral, repeat the same move, and this time trace the trajectory of movement 
through the bones rolling to the other hip and also up your spine and chest.  Is there a 
diagonal path of movement up toward the opposite shoulder and neck also?  Where 
does it stop? 

d. Now explore the movement toward hip and shoulder with flattened back.  What 
changed? 

e. Now explore this movement with arched back. 

f. Now neutral again. 

g. Now press your foot on the floor with your hands interlaced behind your head and 
head raised and held in that position.  How does that change the trajectory of the 
movement from the raised hip?  Relax your neck muscles.  Hold your head up in your 
hands, elbows to ceiling. 

  
REST    What’s different?  On side of lifted hip vs other? 

3.Now extend non-org leg long and slowly explore lifting  same hip by pressing through your 
foot and bringing the knee over  toes.  What happens in diagonal movement to the 
opposite shoulder and neck? How far does it go in that direction?  Where does it stop?  
how is the rolling toward the opp. hip different with one leg long? 

REST 

4. In the same position - one leg long, one knee bent - repeat the move of lifting your same 
hip.  Now we’re going to bring this movement up into your neck. 
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a. Turn your nose toward the side of the long leg and move floor ear backwards - slide it 
on the floor backwards.  This pulls the arch of the low back up your spine through 
your middle and upper back into the vertebrae of your neck. 

b. Now turn your nose toward your bent knee.  This twists your spine in the middle.  
 DO NOT SLIDE HEAD!  Only turn nose to bent-knee side. 

REST     

5. On floor:  feel differences as you lie there.  Each hip?  Each shoulder?  Each side of chest?   
 Bend the same knee, leave the other leg long, and lift your hip by pressing with the foot.  

How is it different from when you first tried it?  Where do the trajectories of movement go 
now?   

 Stand:  Sink weight into each hip.  How different?  Take a few slow steps.  how do you sink 
into each hip? 

6. Lie down.  Repeat the same move with the opp. knee bent and the opp. leg long.  Raise the 
new hip.  How is that different?  What have you learned on the first hip that you do not do 
here? 

TRANSFER    

P.L. 

7. Repeat 1-4  on new side. 

TRANSFER 

P.L.     How is pelvic lift now? 

(if ending here, Stand & Walk) 
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